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Abstract

In this work the dynamics of permalloy circular magnetic islands of 225 nm radius and 10 nm
thickness arranged into square lattices was investigated employing micromagnetic simulations.
The simulations of the vortex magnetization loops and the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)
spectra were carried out using a free micromagnetics simulation software Mumax3. The obtained
data was analyzed using Matlab. The simulations were carried out on a single vortex island as
well as on two different lattices. The first lattice is comprised of interacting islands, while the
second lattice – of non-interacting islands, separated by 25 nm and by 450 nm edge–to–edge
distance, respectively. The magnetization loops were simulated by applying the static magnetic
field in–plane of the single island or the lattice. The FMR simulations were carried out by
applying the static magnetic field in–plane of the lattice and after the system reached the ground
state in that field, the excitation as a sinc pulse was sent out along the out–of–plane direction of
the lattice. The analysis of the obtained FMR spectra revealed that the several resonant modes
are present for the single vortex island and the lattice, comprised of such islands. However, the
physical explanation of the origin of those modes is a subject for further investigations.

1 Introduction

Regular patterned magnetic systems have
attracted a scientific interest as a possible basis
for spintronic applications, for instance, record-
ing media, ultrasmall magnetic field sensors and
magnetic random access memory (MRAM) [1],
[2]. Magnetic properties and behavior of such
magnetic systems are determined by the mate-
rial properties as well as by the geometry and
shape anisotropy. Of a particular interest are
soft magnetic structures, since they exhibit a
low coercivity and represent lossless media. Cir-
cular magnetic microstructures with a magnetic
vortex state are among the candidates in which
these properties are accessible. The magnetiza-
tion loop of these structures is hysteresis–free
upon switching from the vortex to a collinear
magnetic state [3]. Such structures’s response

to the excitations of the microwave frequencies
has attracted a lot of attention as a possible
application for the high frequency memory de-
vices, logic devices and magnonic filters [2]. A
thin circular magnetic disk exhibits a vortex
with clockwise or counter–clockwise magnetiza-
tion chirality and a core with an up or down
polarity. Thus, there are four different states
of the vortex available [3]. The magnetic vor-
tex state of the soft magnetic circular island, or
disk, is determined by the following parameters:
the disk aspect ratio, β = L/R, where L is the
island thickness (m), R – the disk radius (m),
and the material specific exchange length:

lex =

√
Aex

1
2
µ0Msat

, (1)
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where Aex is the exchange stiffness constant
(J/m) and Ms is the saturation magnetization
(A/m) [2].

The goals of this project were to obtain
a stable vortex with it’s characteristic mag-
netization loop and to investigate the dynam-
ics of vortex lattices with interacting and non–
interacting islands. These steps were needed
in order to develop a theoretical understand-
ing about the vortex magnetization dynamics.
This study was done by carrying out micromag-
netic simulations using an open–source simula-
tion program MuMax3 [4]. This program al-
lows the simulations of a space – and time – de-
pendent magnetization dynamics using a finite–
difference (FD) discretization. Here the simu-
lation space is discretized into a grid of parallel
orthorhombic cells.

2 Setting up of the simula-

tion

In order to set up a computationally effi-
cient and physically correct simulation, the pa-
rameters, such as material properties and ge-
ometry, have to be taken into consideration. In
this section a method of setting up a simulation
is described and physics behind it is explained.

2.1 Material parameters

The material parameters which are used
in a simulation are the following: a satura-
tion magnetization Msat, an anisotropy con-
stant Kanis, an exchange stiffness Aex. These
parameters are stored in the one dimensional
tables, indexed from 0 to 256 for a representa-
tion of different materials. A coupling between
pairs of different materials is allowed since the
coupling parameters are stored in a triangular
matrix, which is indexed by the region numbers
of the two interacting cells [4].

2.2 Defining the mesh

Defining the simulation mesh consists of
setting a simulation size (the number of dis-
cretization elements, or cells, and the dimen-
sions of the unit cell) based on the size of the
magnetic system. The simulation size, called

”the world size”, has to be larger than the sim-
ulation object to avoid edge effects and to allow
the stray fields of the magnetic object to ”fit”
into the simulation world. Afterwards, the ge-
ometry of a magnetic element is defined and a
material region and an initial magnetization is
assigned to each of the magnetic elements in
that system. The number of cells for the ef-
fective and fast computing has to be a number
which can be expressed as the powers of two.
The MuMax3 script for finding such a number
can be found in the Appendix A at the end of
this report as well as in the MuMax3 homepage
[4]. The other possible case can be a number
of cells which contains small prime numbers (3,
5, 7). However, the simulation time becomes
longer due to smaller throughput [4].

Another important parameter to consider
when setting up the geometry, is the cell size.
In order to allow the exchange coupling be-
tween the magnetic moments contained in the
neighboring cells, the cell edge length has to be
smaller than the exchange length, lex (eq. 1).
This way the magnetization going from one cell
to another does not undergo sharp changes.

Before starting the simulations on mag-
netic systems, it is recommended first to per-
form a test of some magnetic scalar entity, such
as a remanence magnetization or a coercive
field, dependency on the cell size [5]. In an ideal
case, this magnetic entity should converge to a
certain value with the decreasing cell size. This
value should be regarded as a critical, or a max-
imum allowed size of the cell, that should be
used for the simulations [5].

The periodic boundary conditions
(PBC(x, y, z)), which allows wrapping around
the exchange interaction along the axes for
which PBC are set to non-zero values, can be
realized in Mumax3. Implementation of PBC
results in performing simulations on large mag-
netic systems at a decreased the computation
time. However, setting to high of the values for
PBC can result in a long simulation [4].

2.3 Dynamics

The evolution of the magnetization,
~m(~r, t), is evaluated as its time derivative, ∂ ~m

∂t
=

~τ , or a torque. Mumax3 solves the Landau–
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Lifshitz–Gilbert torque, ~τLL:

~τLL = γLL
1

1 + α2
(~m× ~Beff+α(~m×(~m× ~Beff ))),

(2)

where γLL is a gyromagnetic ration
(rad/Ts), α is a dimensionless Gilbert damp-

ing coefficient and ~Beff is an effective magnetic

field (T). The ~Beff is a sum of all contribu-
tions to the magnetic field: a static, or the dc,
applied magnetic field, a dynamic, or the ac,
applied magnetic field, and an internal mag-
netic field. Various magnetic anisotropies, for
instance a magneto–crystalline anisotropy, a
shape anisotropy, etc., are the contributions to
the internal magnetic field [4]. The equation 2
therefore describes the torque, which acts on a
magnetic moment of a sample, ~M . The torque
forces the magnetic moment to rotate around
the direction of applied magnetic field. The
damping parameter describes the losses in the
magnetic system and causes a slowing down
of the precessional motion of the magnetic mo-
ment. This is illustrated in schematics in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The terms in the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert equation: precession, − ~M × ~Heff and

the damping, ~M × d ~M
dt

2.4 Energy minimization

In order to evaluate a ground state of the
system, two functions, relax and minimize, can
be used. The former attempts to find an energy
minimum of the system. It disables the preces-
sion term given in eq. 2, that is α = 0, so that
the effective field is directed to minimize a total
energy of the system [4]. Once the total energy
reaches a numerical noise floor, the magnitude
of torque is being monitored instead until it cuts
into the numerical noise floor as well. The relax

function is more suitable when the ground state
is approached from the random magnetization
state, or when the change in system’s energy is
very large.

The other function, minimize, tries to
reach the minimal energy state by employing
the conjugate gradient method and is the most
suitable when the change in energy is very
small. When the minimize function is used
for evaluation of a very abrupt change in en-
ergy, the system can end up in some local mini-
mum, but not in the true minimal energy state.
Therefore, the minimize function is suitable for
calculation of magnetization loops.

However, it is important to consider what
kind of the hysteresis loop is characteristic to
the particular system. If there are sudden
jumps from one magnetization state to the other
for some fields, it is more appropriate to use
the relax function for the magnetic field range
around that jump, since the minimize function
can get stuck to some local minimum and might
not reach the real energy minimum state. An-
other approach to this problem could be set-
ting the cell size to a considerable shorter than
the exchange length. This way the difference
in magnetization between two neighboring cells
would not be too large. However, the cell size
test should be performed to check the parame-
ter stability against small cell sizes as well. And
another drawback would be considerably longer
computing time. Yet the other way is to set
the step of the magnetic field to smaller value,
which would result in smaller variation of the
magnetization between neighbor cells, at a cost
of longer simulation time.

3 Micromagnetic simula-

tions

3.1 Model

A circular permalloy (Py) island with typ-
ical material parameters of the saturation mag-
netization Msat = 8 · 105 (A/m) and exchange
stiffness Aex = 1.3 · 10−11 (J/m) was used for
the simulations of vortex dynamics. The shape
anisotropy was neglected since the island is cir-
cular and its thickness is very small compared
to the radius. A diameter of the island, L, and
thickness, d, were 450 and 10 nm, respectively.
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In the first part of this section the model and re-
sults for the isolated island are presented, while
the model for same islands arranged into a 3 × 3

lattice is provided in the second part of this sec-
tion. The flowchart of simulations carried out
are given in Fig. 2

Figure 2: Flow chart of the micromagnetics simulations of magnetization loop and ferromagnetic
resonane response on magnetic structures.
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3.2 Isolated circular island

To begin with, the effect of a different cell
size on the magnetization loops of the isolated
island was investigated. The stability of vortex
in 450 nm diameter and 10 nm thickness Py disk
was investigated via simulating the magnetiza-
tion loop (See Fig. 3) and determining the value
of magnetic field, at which the vortex reappears
after saturation magnetization when the direc-
tion of applied magnetic field is changed and
decreasing to 0 mT. This field is called a nucle-
ation field.

Figure 3: 450 nm diameter and 10 nm thickness
permalloy island with its initial vortex magne-
tization in 0 mT magnetic field.

To test the effect of cell size on the critical
vortex fields, which are annihilation and nucle-
ation fields, the magnetization loops were cal-
culated for the different cell edge lengths. The
characteristic magnetization curve of the vortex
is shown in the Fig. 4.

The ”world size” has to be chosen larger
than the structure itself to keep the magnetic
stray fields inside the simulation. Therefore, in
the single island case, the ”world size” was cho-
sen twice the island diameter.

Figure 4: Magnetization curve for the permal-
loy circular island. The cell size was 3.2 nm
(0.56·lex).

The effect of different cell size on the mag-
netization loops of isolated island is illustrated
in Fig. 5. As can be seen in the figure, not
all of the cell sizes results in the island relaxing
back to the vortex state after saturation. This
is indicated by an open magnetization loop for
the case when cell size is equal to the exchange
length (dashed purple line with the indexed
by 1 in the legend, meaning that the cell edge
length is equal to the exchange length) or by
the magnetization loop closing at a negative
magnetic field (black line with index 0.5 in the
legend, meaning that the cell edge is half of the
exchange length). Also, the relaxing into the
vortex state is different for each chosen cell size:
for certain cell sizes the nucleation of the vortex
occurs rather sharply. Whereas for other cell
sizes the magnetization of the lattice decreases
more smoothly before dropping to the relative
magnetization of less than 0.2, which indicates
that the nucleation of vortex with the core dis-
placed from the island center is taking place.
These observations indicate the numerical ef-
fect of the chosen cell size on the magnetization
loops of the same magnetic entity.

Figure 5: Magnetization loops calculated for a
single Py vortex with different cell sizes. The
legend indicate a cell size–to–exchange length
ratio.

The analysis of characteristic fields leads
to the plots given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The Fig.
6 shows that the annihilation field increased lin-
early with the cell size increasing up to 5 nm.
However, the nucleation field does not follow
this trend (see Fig. 7).

It can be seen that the nucleation field for
cell sizes between 3 and 4.5nm (between 56 and
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75 % of permalloy exchange length) attains val-
ues from 8 to 10 mT. Therefore, the cell size for
further simulations on the single vortex island
was chosen to be 65 % of the exchange length
for the single isolated island. The magnetiza-
tion loop was simulated for this cell size in order
to test if the chosen size gives the characteristic
vortex magnetization loop. The result is given
in Fig. 8.

Figure 6: Annihilation field for different cell size.

Figure 7: Nucleation field for different cell size.

Figure 8: Magnetization loop for the permalloy
circular island cell size = 0.65·lex.

3.3 Square lattice of circular is-
lands

The magnetic circular islands of the same
properties as in section 3.2 were arranged into
a square lattice of 3-by-3 islands. The peri-
odic boundary conditions of 5×5×0 (5 repeti-
tions on both sides of the lattice along x– and
y–directions) were applied. This computation-
ally is equivalent to wrapping the magnetic sys-
tem around the edges of simulation, so that all
of the exchange interactions virtually are tak-
ing place between the elements in lattice. After
setting the geometry, system was relaxed (us-
ing the relax function) into its ground state
at a zero magnetic field and at a zero Kelvin
temperature. The resulting geometry with the
magnetization direction, indicated by arrows in
the circular islands, is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Initial magnetization at zero applied
magnetic field of 3×3 island lattice of 450 nm
spacing.

After the ground state of the system was
reached, the magnetic field was applied in-
plane, along the x–direction and was swiped
from 0 to 100 mT by 1 mT increment.
The magnetization loops simulations with the
different discretization element sizes were car-
ried out in order to determine the characteristic
magnetic fields for the lattice. This is illustrated
in figures 10 and 11. The magnetization loop
was simulated for the lattice of same island and
spacing parameters, diameter and thickness of
450 and 10 nm, respectively, and the lattice pa-
rameter of 900 nm. The discretization elements
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of 5×5×5 nm3 and 3.33×3.33×5 nm3 sizes were
used in the simulations. The obtained magne-
tization loops are given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
One significant difference is that for the case of
lattice with 5 nm edge length (Fig. 10), de-
creasing the magnetic field after the saturation
results in the lattice with not all of the disks re-
laxed back to the vortex state: some of the disks
acquired the two-domain magnetization state or
the vortex appearing at the edge of island. This
is indicated in the Fig. 10 by an open magneti-
zation loop and linearly decreasing magnetiza-
tion when the magnetic field is being decreased
after the saturation.

Figure 10: The magnetization loop of the Py vor-
tex lattice. Cell size is 5 nm.

Figure 11: The magnetization loop of the Py vor-
tex lattice. Cell size is 3.33 nm.

This is a computational artifact determined by
the cell edge size, and another cell size test was
carried out as described in the section 2.2.

The simulation using 3.33×3.33×5 nm3

size discretization elements resulted in a closed
magnetization loop as shown in Fig. 11. There-
fore this cell size was chosen for further simula-
tions on the non-interacting island lattice.

The full magnetization loop was simulated
using the cell size of 3.33×3.33×5 nm3 and ap-
plying the magnetic field along [10] direction.
The loop is shown in a Fig. 12. At a rema-
nence state (12a) all the islands are in the vor-
tex state with the core in the center of island,
therefore, the average magnetization is 0. Ap-
plying of the static magnetic field results in the
vortex core displacement, that is, the core is be-
ing pushed out of the center towards the edge
of island perpendicularly to the direction of ap-
plied magnetic field and an increasing number
of magnetic moments is being aligned parallel to
the direction of applied magnetic field. There-
fore the magnetization of lattice increases.

Right before the annihilation, the vortex
is at the edge of the island (Fig. 12b) and when
the annihilation takes place, the vortex disap-
pears and almost all of the magnetic moments
in the sample, except for those at the island
edge, are aligned parallel to the magnetic field
and to each other. Due to the circular shape
of islands, the magnetic moments lying at the
edge of island are curled and cannot align them-
selves parallel to the direction of applied field.
The magnetization of lattice becomes slightly
less than 1. After reaching the maximum ap-
plied field value, the field is decreased and at
8 mT field the nucleation takes place. Then
the vortex with a core displaced from the cen-
ter appears again. Further decreasing the field
towards zero, the vortex core is pushed to the
center of island. Afterwards the magnetic field
is applied on the opposite direction and same
processes as already described take place.
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(a) 0 mT (b) 66 mT (c) 67 mT

Figure 12: The magnetization loop of the lattice of non-interacting islands with the magnetization
states at a) remanence, b) close to vortex core annihilation, c) saturation.

The second case of simulations was the
magnetization loop of interacting islands lat-
tice. The permalloy disks were ordered into
a square lattice with 25 nm edge–to–edge dis-
tance between them. The analysis of cell size
effect on the characteristic vortex fields was car-
ried out and the result is given in the Fig. 13.
The annihilation field varied from 45 to 49 mT
for cell edge sizes from 2.78 to 5.56 nm, and
is roughly independent of the chosen discretiza-
tion element size. However, the nucleation to
a vortex state after the saturation did not take
place for any of the chosen cell sizes.

Nevertheless, since the annihilation field
values were roughly independent of chosen cell
sizes, and further simulations were to be carried
out only along the initial branch of the magne-
tization loop, the virgin curve, from 0 to 110
mT, the obtained results were sufficient at the
moment. Number of cells was chosen to be a
number contained of powers of two, that is, 512
cells, which gave the 2.78 nm size discretization
elements.

Figure 13: Annihilation field dependence on the
cell size for the lattice with 25 nm edge–to–edge
spacing.

3.4 Magnetic vortex dynamics

There have been a lot of studies regard-
ing the dynamics of patterned nanostructures of
various shapes [1], [2], [6]. The vortex dynamics
can be investigated using a ferromagetic reso-
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nance (FMR) technique in which specific modes
of the precessing vortex can be detected. Dur-
ing the FMR measurement, a static magnetic
field is applied in–plane of the sample, while
the excitation, or an oscillating magnetic field,
is applied out–of–plane of the sample, and the
sample’s response, the change in magnetization,
is measured at the different field frequencies and
at different static magnetic fields. Due to the
excitation, the magnetic moments in the struc-
ture start to precess about the direction of ap-
plied magnetic field. When the frequency of
excitation matches a natural frequency of the
magnetic system, a resonance takes place. At
the resonant frequency the energy of applied
magnetic field is absorbed by the system. This
is manifested when the magnetization signifi-
cantly increases in the amplitude. Theoreti-
cally, the magnetization amplitude should go
to infinity, but due to losses in the system, de-
scribed by the damping coefficient, α, it has a
finite magnitude. In the case of a single vortex,
or a lattice of non-interacting vortices, when
the increasing dc magnetic field is being applied
in–plane, the vortex moves from its equilibrium
position perpendicularly to the applied field di-
rection towards the edge of island. At the dif-
ferent static magnetic field the resonance fre-
quency changes due to change in the alignment
of spins in the magnetic element. Therefore,
employing the FMR technique it is possible to
detect the excitation modes of patterned mag-
netic structure [7].

3.4.1 Ferromagnetic resonance simula-
tion

The ferromagnetic resonance response of
the single permalloy island of 450 nm diame-
ter and 10 nm thickness and the same islands
arranged into a 3×3 lattice was computed em-
ploying Mumax3. In order to minimize compu-
tational time, the FMR spectrum was obtained
not via exciting the magnetic vortices by the
separate different frequency excitations at each
static magnetic field, but by a spatially uniform
(~k = 0) sinc function (Fig. 14) pulse of a cho-
sen bandwidth. This was done because a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the sinc function
is a box function which encompasses the whole
range of frequencies, defined by the used band-
width (Fig. 15) in one simulation.

Figure 14: Sinc function with bandwidth of 1600
Hz.

Figure 15: FFT of sinc function in Fig. 14.

The applied pulse form was a sinc func-
tion,

Bext = B(t) = Asinc(ω(t−t0)) = A
sin(ω(t− t0))
ω(t− t0)

,

(3)

where A is the magnetic field amplitude of ex-
citation, equal to 1 mT, ω = 2πf , with f , an
excitation bandwidth, of 30 GHz, t0 is a time
delay (Fig. 16). The pulse duration was 10 ns
in order to allow the oscillation of magnetic mo-
ments to be maximally damped.

FMR simulations were carried out on a
single vortex island and two lattices comprised
of the 225 nm radius and 10 nm thickness circu-
lar permalloy islands, separated by 450 nm and
25 nm edge-to-edge distances. The former lat-
tice represents the case in which the islands are
non-interacting (a distance between the islands
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is equal to the island diameter), while the lat-
ter lattice represents the interacting island case.
The damping coefficient α was set to be 0.02.

Figure 16: Sinc function excitation along z–axis.
ω = 30 GHz, t0 = 1 ns

After applying the dc magnetic field, the
system was relaxed to a minimal energy state
using the relax function and afterwards the ex-
citation was applied out-of-plane of the sam-
ple. This results in the magnetization change of
the magnetic vortex lattice. An example of the
magnetic structure’s response to applied pulse
in time, when the applied static magnetic field
was 35 mT, in a lattice with a 475 nm lat-
tice parameter is given in Fig. 17. It can be
seen that the magnetization oscillation decays
in time and resembles the decay of the ampli-
tude of a damped harmonic oscillator.

Figure 17: Response of a vortex lattice with 475
nm lattice parameter to an excitation in Fig. 16.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
magnetization in time domain results in the
magnetization in frequency domain. Further-
more, in order to visualize the data better and
to see the possible hidden signals, the loga-
rithm of magnetization in frequency domain
was taken. The logarithmic magnetization af-
ter FFT of magnetization in Fig. 17 is shown
in Fig. 18. In this figure four modes of the res-
onance frequency can be observed as peaks in
the magnetization amplitude. The simulations
of an FMR response and the FFT of magnetiza-
tion evolution in time were carried out for each
of the static magnetic fields from 0 to 110 mT.
Afterwards, the described procedure to obtain
the magnetization dependence on frequency was
carried out for each of those fields. This algo-
rithm leads to the FMR spectrum, seen as a
3-dimensional map of the magnetization depen-
dence on the excitation frequency and the static
magnetic field.

Figure 18: FFT of magnetization along z axis in
Fig. 17. The excitation was applied along z axis.

The FMR simulations were carried out at
each of the static field from 0 to 110 mT as
shown by flowchart Fig. 2. Each FMR simula-
tion yields a data table with average magneti-
zation along x–, y– and z– axes at each time
moment. The obtained data afterwards was
processed as illustrated in schematics in Fig.
19. The Matlab code written for the FFT and
vizualization of data is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 19: Flowchart of data, obtained after ferromagnetic resonance response simulation on magnetic
vortex structures, treatment.
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3.4.2 Results

FMR of the single island

In order to better understand the vortex
dynamics of the interacting and non-interacting
islands in the lattices, the FMR simulations
were carried out on a single permalloy island of
the same parameters (radius of 225 nm, thick-
ness of 10 nm) as described in the section 3.2.
The discretization element size was chosen as
3.7 nm (0.65 · lex) and periodic boundary con-
ditions PBC(1, 1, 0) were applied. The static
magnetic field was applied along the x–axis, and
after the system relaxation, the excitation was
applied out-of-the plane of the island. However,
the in-plane direction of the applied static field
on the single island does not really matter since
the disc possesses a circular symmetry.

The resulting FMR spectra for a single
vortex island are given in Fig. 20–22. The FMR
spectrum given in Fig. 20 shows the magneti-
zation along the x–axis dependence on the ap-
plied static field magnitude and the excitation
frequency. The fringes in magnetization are the
artifacts of normalization of dc magnetization.
A low frequency constant resonant mode at ap-
proximately 0.6 GHz is seen as a dark red line
in the spectrum for the fields up to the anni-
hilation of the vortex at 80 mT. At the vortex
annihilation, a mode with a center at around
8 GHz appears and increases in frequency with
increasing magnetic field.

The same modes, but of lower intensity
can be observed in the FMR spectrum of the
magnetization along the y–axis. The difference
between the Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 is that in the
latter spectrum before the vortex annihilation a
mode at around 1 GHz with a peak width de-
creasing for increasing field is observed. After
annihilation it appears that this mode slightly
decreased in frequency to 8 GHz.

The FMR spectrum of the magnetization
along z–direction (Fig. 22) exhibits a resonant
mode at approximately 1 GHz for the 0 mT ap-
plied static field. With the increasing field mode
shifts lower in frequency to roughly 8.5 GHz
just before the vortex annihilation, whereupon
it jumps to approximately 7 GHz and starts in-
creasing with the applied higher magnetic field.

Figure 20: A single island’s FMR spectrum with
magnetization along x axis

Figure 21: A single island’s FMR spectrum with
magnetization along y axis

Figure 22: A single island’s FMR spectrum with
magnetization along z axis

FMR of the lattices of interacting and not
interacting islands

As already mentioned in the section 3.4.1,
the ferromagnetic resonance simulations were
carried out on the two lattices of 225 nm ra-
dius and 10 nm thickness Py circular islands
with 475 and 900 nm lattice parameters. The
static magnetic field was increased from 0 to 110
mT and it was applied along [10] and [11] direc-
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tions as defined in the Fig. 23. The excitation
was applied perpendicularly to the static field
direction.

Figure 23: Directions of applied static field. Lat-
tice parameter is 475 nm.

The comparison of the FMR spectra of
magnetization along x–, y– and z–axes for

two critical cases, the interacting and non-
interacting islands in the lattices with 25 nm
and 450 nm edge-to-edge spacing, respectively,
are provided in the Fig. 24 to Fig. 26.

The FMR spectra of the magnetization
along the x–axis when a static magnetic field
was applied along [10] and [11] directions are
given in Fig. 24. For the static magnetic fields
below the vortex annihilation, there are two
modes seen for both of the magnetic field direc-
tions for both non-interacting and interacting
island lattices. The modes are stable against
the magnetic field and are located at around
0.2 and 6 GHz. The similar low frequency mode
was also observed in the magnetization along x–
axis FMR spectrum of a single island, but at a
higher, 0.6 GHz, frequency. The second, higher
frequency mode was not present in the single
island FMR spectrum.

Figure 24: The FMR spectra with the magnetization along x axis for the lattices with an island
edge–to–edge spacing of 450 nm and 25 nm, simulated with the static applied field along: [10] and
[11] direction.

.
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The FMR spectrum for the magnetization
along the y–axis (See Fig. 25) for both lat-
tices show a stable low frequency mode at 0.2
GHz. The spectra obtained with the static mag-
netic field along [10] direction for the lattice of
non-interacting islands show a broad frequency
mode centered at approximately 6 GHz at fields
below vortex annihilation. Meanwhile the dou-
ble mode merging into a one mode at approx-
imately 5.6 GHz close to annihilation field can
be observed for the lattice of interacting islands.
In both cases the resonant mode at around 5

GHz appears at the annihilation field. The sec-
ond band appearing after vortex annihilation
at around 3 GHz is observed in the spectrum of
non-interacting islands.

In the spectra of same magnetization with
the applied static field along [11] direction, the
same modes, but of smaller intensity are ob-
served. For the lattice of 25 nm edge–to–edge
spacing (See Fig. 25), the main frequency band
appears as split into two bands, separated by
0.1 GHz, after the vortex nucleation with dc
field along [11] direction.

Figure 25: The FMR spectra with the magnetization along y axis for the lattices with an island
edge–to–edge spacing of 450 nm and 25 nm, simulated with the static applied field along: [10] and
[11] direction.

.

For the lattices of non-interacting and in-
teracting islands the FMR spectra for the mag-
netization along the z–axis obtained when the
static magnetic field was applied along both the
[10] and [11] directions, are shown in Fig. 26.
The FMR spectra reveal the resonant frequency

of approximately 8 GHz appearing at a 0 mT dc
magnetic field. The similar mode, but only at
the higher, 10 GHz frequency continuously de-
creasing with the increasing applied magnetic
field was observed in the FMR spectrum of the
same magnetization of the single island. The
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second observed mode for the lattices is roughly
at 6 GHz and stays almost constant until the
vortex annihilation. After the annihilation of
vortex, together with the main frequency band
two bands on each side of it appears for all spec-
tra, except for the lattice with 25 nm edge–to–
edge island spacing for [10] dc field direction.
At the saturation all of the magnetic moments
in the system are aligned parallel to each other
and the resonance frequency starts increasing
with the higher applied magnetic field. This
happens because the magnetic moments in the
islands after vortex annihilation become aligned
parallel to each other. Therefore, with the in-
creasing magnetic field the spins become more
and more strongly constrained to stay collinear

with the applied magnetic field. Therefore, the
higher frequency is required to force the spins
to oscillate around the direction of ac magnetic
field.

The reason of modulation sidebands ap-
pearing on the both sides of the main mode
after the vortex annihilation could be the am-
plitude modulation of the high frequency exci-
tation occurring in certain areas in the lattice.
The modulation frequency can be readily deter-
mined as a difference between the main mode
and side band frequencies. However, this dif-
ference is not symmetric on both sides of the
main resonance frequency mode and it varies
from approximately 2.8 to 4.4 GHz.

Figure 26: The FMR spectra with the magnetization along z axis for the lattices with an island
edge–to–edge spacing of 450 nm and 25 nm, simulated with the static applied field along: [10] and
[11] direction.

.
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In the FMR spectrum after simulation
with [10] dc field the side band which lied on
the left–hand–side of main frequency mode for
the non-interacting island lattice appears to be
vanished. However, the traces of side band on
the right–hand–side of main mode can still be
seen.

In the FMR spectrum of the interacting
islands, with 25 nm edge–to–edge spacing, ob-
tained applying the static magnetic field along
[11] (Fig. 26) the side bands are still visible
and their intensity appears similar to that of
the non–interacting islands (450 nm edge–to-
edge spacing) FMR spectrum obtained with dc
field along the same direction. Therefore, the
appearance of side bands can be thought to
be the island spacing–dependent, since the dis-
tance between islands along [10] direction is

√
2

smaller than that of the islands along [11] di-
rection. One more distinct feature of this spec-
trum, compared to others showing the magne-
tization dynamics long the z–axis, is that the
main frequency band is split into two bands.

In contrast to the FMR spectra of mag-
netization along x– and y–direction, the lower
frequency mode was not observed in the magne-
tization along out–of–plane direction. Further-
more, the higher frequency mode was not so
pronounced as in the magnetization along the
x–direction FMR spectra. However, the FMR
spectra of magnetization along x–direction lack
the resonant mode at 8 GHz for the 0 mT ap-
plied static magnetic field.

4 Conclusions

In this project the dynamics of vortex lat-
tices were investigated employing the micro-
magnetic simulation program MuMax3. The
ferromagnetic resonance spectra were the means
to analyze the dynamics in square lattice with
interacting and non-interacting permalloy disks.
It was observed that the resonance peak is more
intensive for the static magnetic field applied
along [10] than along [11] direction. Further-
more, at the zero applied static magnetic field
the FMR spectra exhibits the resonance which
is intrinsic to the vortex core in the island, since
it is observed for the lattices of interacting as
well as non-interacting islands. The same high
frequency, 10 GHz, resonance mode was ob-

served in the magnetization along z–axis spec-
trum of the single island. At the fields smaller
than the annihilation field, the resonance fre-
quency stays approximately constant until the
annihilation field is reached. At the annihilation
field the magnetic moments in the islands are
aligned parallel to the direction of static mag-
netic field and the main resonance band appears
together with the modulation sidebands. At
the fields stronger than the annihilation field,
the resonance frequency increases with the in-
creasing static magnetic field. The reason why
modulation side bands occur can be due to the
main frequency modulation in the magnetic vor-
tex lattice. This modulation can appear be-
cause upon saturation not all of the magnetic
moments can align themselves parallel to the
direction of static magnetic field. This hap-
pens due to the circular shape of the islands.
Due to this, the magnetic moments curl along
the edge of island. However, further investiga-
tions of the dynamics of vortex lattices should
be carried out with the help of the simulations
in order to investigate the spatial magnetization
changes. This would allow detection of the ar-
eas in lattice where the resonant behavior takes
place and to determine the locations where ob-
served modes occur.

5 Outlook

Having developed the basic understand-
ing of micromagnetic simulations as well as the
simulation and data analysis codes, lays basis
for the further and more complex investigations
of micromagnetic systems. The possibilities are
wide and the guidelines for further investiga-
tions are provided in the list below.

1. Simulate the square lattice with 4 × 4
islands to find the ground state and the
proper cell size to obtain the lattice of sta-
ble islands when after the saturation the
field direction is changed and the magni-
tude is decreased;

2. Determine the full–width-of–half– max-
imum (FWHM) of the magnetization
peaks in the frequency domain to estimate
the energy losses in the system;

3. Perform the space dependent fast Fourier
transform of the magnetization in order to
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locate the resonance modes in the system
and to be able to explain the arising fre-
quency modulations observed in the FMR
spectra;

4. Apply the spatially non-uniform excita-
tion, that is, the pulse should be spatially
and temporally varying. This enables to
study the dispersion of spin waves, f(~k).
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Appendix A

Micromagnetic simulations

The provided MuMax3 script is dedicated for the simulations on the square lattices of 3–by–3
permalloy circular islands. In the first part of the script lattice specific parameters are written. The
second part of the code is for the simulation of the magnetization loop, while the third is for the
simulation of the FMR response.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////// Set mesh ////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Material parameters
Msat = 8e+5
Aex = 1.3e-11
alpha = 0.02
lex:=sqrt(1.3e-11/(0.5*mu0*pow(8e+5, 2))) //exchange length
//////////////// Structure parameters //////////////////
a := 450e-9 // diameter of the island[m]
b := a //[m]
c := 10e-9 //thickness of the island [m]
d := 450e-9 //edge-to-edge spacing between islands [m]
r := a+d //lattice parameter
////////////////////// World size //////////////////////
gridx := 3*r gridy := gridx gridz := c
l:=0.65*lex // The upper boundary for the cell size
Nx := 2 * pow(2, ilogb(gridx/l)) // gives cells number as powers of 2
Ny := 2 * pow(2, ilogb(gridy/l)) // one can set the some other number,
Nz := 1 * pow(2, ilogb(gridz/l)) // containing prime numbers as 3,5,7.
SetGridSize(Nx, Ny, Nz)
setcellsize(gridx/Nx, gridy/Ny, gridz/Nz)
setPBC(5,5,0) //Set periodic boundary conditions
EdgeSmooth = 8 //geometrical edge smoothing over 8ˆ3 samples per cell.
//lattice with 3x3 islands, edge-to-edge spacing is d,
//distance to the edge is d/2 from each outer island
//////////////////// Structure shape ////////////////////
island22 := circle(a)
island11 := island22.transl(-r, r, 0)
island12 := island22.transl( 0, r, 0)
island13 := island22.transl( r, r, 0)
island21 := island22.transl(-r, 0, 0)
island23 := island22.transl( r, 0, 0)
island31 := island22.transl(-r, -r, 0)
island32 := island22.transl( 0, -r, 0)
island33 := island22.transl( r, -r, 0)
lattice := island22.add(island11).add(island12).add(island13)...
.add(island21).add(island23).add(island31).add(island32).add(island33)
setgeom(lattice)
DefRegion(1, island11)
DefRegion(2, island12)
DefRegion(3, island13)
DefRegion(4, island21)
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DefRegion(5, island22)
DefRegion(6, island23)
DefRegion(7, island31)
DefRegion(8, island32)
DefRegion(9, island33)
////// Assigning of the magnetization of each island //////
m.SetRegion( 1, Vortex(1, 1).transl(-r, r, 0))
m.SetRegion( 2, Vortex(1, 1).transl( 0, r, 0) )
m.SetRegion( 3, Vortex(1, 1).transl( r, r, 0) )
m.SetRegion( 4, Vortex(1, 1).transl(-r, 0, 0) )
m.SetRegion( 5, Vortex(1, 1))
m.SetRegion( 6, Vortex(1, 1).transl( r, 0, 0) )
m.SetRegion( 7, Vortex(1, 1).transl(-r, -r, 0) )
m.SetRegion( 8, Vortex(1, 1).transl( 0, -r, 0) )
m.SetRegion( 9, Vortex(1, 1).transl( r, -r, 0) )
//////////// Output ////////////
save(geom)
save(m)
save(regions)
TableAdd(m full)
TableAdd(B ext)
TableAdd(E total)
TableAdd(E exch)
TableAdd(E demag)
TableAdd(E Zeeman)
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////// Hysteresis loop simulation ////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Bmax := 100e-3
Bstep := 1.0e-3
MinimizerStop = 1e-6
for B:=0.0; B<=50e-3; B+=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
minimize()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=50e-3; B<=Bmax; B+=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
relax()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=Bmax; B>=20e-3; B-=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
minimize()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=20e-3; B>=0; B-=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
relax()
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tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=0.0; B<=-50e-3; B-=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
minimize()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=-50e-3; B<=-Bmax; B-=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
relax()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=-Bmax; B>=-20e-3; B+=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
minimize()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
for B:=-20e-3; B>=0; B+=Bstep{
B_ext = vector(B, 0, 0)
relax()
tablesave()
save(m)
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////// FMR response simulation /////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
B bias:= 0.000 //Applied static field [T]
B ext = vector(B bias, 0, 0) //External field defined as vector(x,y,z)
relax()
Amp := 0.001
t0 := 1e-9
f := 30e+9
w := 2*pi*f
B ext = vector(B bias, 0, Amp*sin(w*(t-t0))/(w*(t-t0)))
TableAutoSave(1e-12) //sampling every 1e-12 [s]
run(10e-9) //pulse duration [s]
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Appendix B

Data processing

In this section the Matlab script for the FMR data processing and performing fast Fourier
transform on it is given.

%%%%%%% Parameters %%%%%%%
duration = 10e-9; % measurement length, s
T = 1e-12; % sampling period, s
L = duration/T; % number of samples in one measurement
Fnq = 30e+9; % bandwidth, Hz
Fs = 1/T; % sampling frequncy, Hz
t0 = 1e-9; % delay in sinc func
name list = dir ( ’C:Computer\*file name*’); % Path to FMR simulation data
for k = 1:length(name_list) Data(:,k) = importdata(name_list(k).name); %
Import FMR simulation data

time(:,k) = Data(k).data(:, 1); % Time vector
m x(:,k) = Data(k).data(:, 2); % average magnetization along x axis
m y(:,k) = Data(k).data(:, 3); % average magnetization along y axis
m z(:,k) = Data(k).data(:, 4); % average magnetization along z axis
Hx(:,k) = Data(:,k).data(1, 8); % Applied dc magnetic field along

x dir.
Hy(:,k) = Data(:,k).data(1, 9); % Applied dc magnetic field along

y dir.
H(:,k) = sqrt(Hx(:,k).ˆ2+Hy(:,k).ˆ2); % dc magnetic field in-plane
L = length(m_x(:,k)); % length of magnetization vector
NFFT = 2ˆnextpow2(L); % new input length that is the next power of

2 from the original signal length
F = Fs/2*linspace(0,1, NFFT/2+1)’; % define frequency domain
averaging = 1000; % define number of terms for averaging to nor-

malize dc magnetization
m x avg(:,k) = mean(m x((end-averaging):end)); % averaging to nor-

malize dc magnetization
m y avg(:,k)=mean(m y((end-averaging):end));
m z avg(:,k)=mean(m z((end-averaging):end));
m x(:,k) = m x(:,k)-m x avg(:,k); % normalize dc magnetization
m y(:,k)=m y(:,k)-m y avg(:,k);
m z(:,k)=m z(:,k)-m z avg(:,k);
X(:, k) = fft(m_x(:, k), NFFT)/L; %FFT
Y(:, k) = fft(m_y(:, k), NFFT)/L; %FFT
Z(:, k) = fft(m_z(:, k), NFFT)/L; %FFT
MX(:, k) = X(1:NFFT/2+1,k); % single-sided amplitude spectrum
MY(:, k) = Y(1:NFFT/2+1,k);
MZ(:, k) = Z(1:NFFT/2+1,k);
FFTx(:,k) = 2*abs(MX(:,k));
FFTy(:,k) = 2*abs(MY(:,k));
FFTz(:,k) = 2*abs(MZ(:,k));

end

%%%%%% FMR spectra plotting %%%%%%
maxF=30e+9; % define maximum bandwidth frequency
j = find(F<maxF);
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j = max(j)+1;

figure
subplot(2,2,1); pcolor(H, F(1:j), log(FFTx(1:j, :)./max(max(FFTx(1:j,:)))));
% plots data only until the maxF
ax = gca; ax.FontSize = 14; ax.TickDir = ’out’; ax.TickLength = [0.007 0.007];
shading interp; colormap jet; colorbar;
xlabel(’H [T]’); ylabel(’F [Hz]’); title(’H bias 11 (x axis)’);
subplot(2,2,2); pcolor(H, F(1:j), log(FFTy(1:j, :)./max(max(FFTy(1:j,:)))));
ax = gca; ax.FontSize = 14; ax.TickDir = ’out’; ax.TickLength = [0.007 0.007];
shading interp; colormap jet; colorbar;
xlabel(’H [T]’); ylabel(’F [Hz]’); title(’H bias 11 (y axis)’);
subplot(2,2,3); pcolor(H, F(1:j), log(FFTz(1:j, :)./max(max(FFTz(1:j,:)))));
ax = gca; ax.FontSize = 14; ax.TickDir = ’out’; ax.TickLength = [0.007 0.007];
shading interp; colormap jet; colorbar;
xlabel(’H [T]’); ylabel(’F [Hz]’); title(’H bias 11 (z axis)’);
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